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Beginning SQL Server Modeling: Model-Driven Application Development in SQL Server 2008Apress, 2010

	Get ready for model-driven application development with SQL Server Modeling! This book covers Microsoft's SQL Server Modeling (formerly known under the code name "Oslo") in detail and contains the information you need to be successful with designing and implementing workflow modeling.


	Beginning SQL Server...
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Blender 2.5 Character Animation CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	This book offers clear, illustrative, and easy-to-follow recipes to create character rigs and
	animations for common situations. Bring your characters to life by understanding the
	principles, techniques, and approaches involved in creating rigs and animations; you'll
	be able to adapt them to your own characters and films.

...
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Restricted Kalman Filtering: Theory, Methods, and Application (SpringerBriefs in Statistics)Springer, 2012

	In this book, I highlight the developments in Kalman filtering subject to general linear constraints. Essentially, the material to be presented is almost entirely based on the results and examples originally developed in Pizzinga et al. (2008a), Cerqueira et al. (2009), Pizzinga (2009, 2010), Souza et al. (2011), Pizzinga et al. (2011), and...
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Tensor Product Model Transformation in Polytopic Model-Based Control (Automation and Control Engineering)CRC Press, 2013

	Tensor Product Model Transformation in Polytopic Model-Based Control offers a new perspective of control system design. Instead of relying solely on the formulation of more effective LMIs, which is the widely adopted approach in existing LMI-related studies, this cutting-edge book calls for a systematic modification and...
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Developing Analytic Talent: Becoming a Data ScientistJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Learn what it takes to succeed in the the most in-demand tech job


	Harvard Business Review calls it the sexiest tech job of the 21st century. Data scientists are in demand, and this unique book shows you exactly what employers want and the skill set that separates the quality data scientist from other talented IT...
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Risk Management and Capital AdequacyMcGraw-Hill, 2003
A Step-by-Step Approach for Integrating Market, Credit, and Operational Risk Management--While Complying with New Basel Accord Guidelines

For financial institutions around the world, the work involved in managing market, credit, and operational risk exposures--as well as the capital required to support such...
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Service-Oriented Modeling (SOA): Service Analysis, Design, and ArchitectureJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Answers to your most pressing SOA development questions
How do we start with service modeling? How do we analyze services for better reusability? Who should be involved? How do we create the best architecture model for our organization? This must-read for all enterprise leaders gives you all the answers and tools needed to develop a sound...
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Solving PDEs in C++ (Computational Science and Engineering)SIAM, 2006
This comprehensive book not only introduces the C and C++ programming languages but also shows how to use them in the numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs). It leads the reader through the entire solution process, from the original PDE, through the discretization stage, to the numerical solution of the resulting algebraic...
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Control of Single Wheel Robots (Springer Tracts in Advanced Robotics)Springer, 2005
This monograph presents a novel concept of a mobile robot, which is a single-wheel, gyroscopically stabilized robot. The robot is balanced by a spinning wheel attached through a two-link manipulator at the wheel bearing, and actuated by a drive motor. This configuration conveys significant advantages including insensitivity to attitude...
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Physics and Chemistry of Micro-NanotribologyASTM International, 2008
The roots of micro/nanotribology can be found deep in conventional concepts of tribology. The recognition in the last century of elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) as the principal mode of fluid-film lubrication in many machine components enabled reliable design procedures to be developed for both highly stressed and low elastic modulus machine...
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Up and Running with AutoCAD 2011: 2D Drawing and ModelingAcademic Press, 2010

	Get "Up and Running" with AutoCAD using Gindis' combination of step-by-step instruction, examples, and insightful explanations. The emphasis from the beginning is on core concepts and practical application of AutoCAD in Architecture, Engineering and Design. Equally useful in instructor-led classroom training or self-study, the...
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Constraint Satisfaction Techniques for Agent-Based ReasoningBirkhauser, 2005

	An important aspect of multi agent systems are agent reasoning techniques for problem solving, either at the level of a single agent or at the level of distributed collaboration amongst multiple agents.


	Constraint Satisfaction Problems (CSP) prove to be a generic framework which can be applied for modeling and solving a wide range...
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